HKU iCube stands as a pivotal liaison for the five global centres of the HKU Business School (HKUBS). Capitalising on the renowned capabilities of HKUBS, Asia’s leading business school, HKU iCube is dedicated to synergising the corporate sector, NGOs, and academia. Our overarching aim is to bolster Hong Kong’s commercial growth trajectory while upholding HKU iCube’s mission to “Inspire and Create Shared Value.”

www.hku-icube.hku.hk
Our Programmes

**Impact Series**
- Book Talk by Distinguished Authors
- Career Talks
- Culture & Art
- Global Economy
- Investment / Assets Management

**ESG Series**
- Environmental / Climate Change
- DEI / Wellness
- Global Standard
- Corporate Governance
- Carbon Trading
- Green Finance

**Innovation Series**
- High-tech / FinTech
- AI / Web 3.0
- Entrepreneurship

[Link to HKU iCube Website]

www.hku-icube.hku.hk
Welcome to the Friends of iCube, a vibrant community and knowledge exchange platform that offers networking events, exclusive event resources, and collaboration opportunities with various research centers at HKU iCube.

At HKU iCube, we aim to establish an ecosystem for members with diversified backgrounds to make an impact through ideas and innovation. Join us now for knowledge, fun, and growth!
PRIVILEGES

01. COMMUNITY
Join a like-minded community to inspire, connect, and further develop collaborations with local and international business communities.

02. HKUBS PROGRAMMES
Be among the first to learn about the latest programs and initiatives offered by the HKU Business School.

03. PROMOTION
Get the chance to introduce your company, initiatives, or event on HKU iCube social media channels.

04. CAREER
Collaborate with iCube’s LinkedIn to release ESG/Finance/Web 3.0-related recruitment information.

05. NETWORK REUNION
Secure your spot to join the quarterly Friends of iCube network reunion, fostering valuable connections and collaborations.

06. EVENTS
Have the chance to leverage HKU iCube’s resources to organize and execute events.

* HKU iCube reserves the final right of interpretation
APPLICATION PROCESS

1. SUBMIT THE E-APPLICATION
2. ICUBE REVIEW
3. GET UPDATES IN 2 WEEKS
4. RECOMMEND TO OTHERS

www.hku-icube.hku.hk

Sign Up Now
HKU iCube
Current Partners

Scan to Follow
HKU iCube LinkedIn
Friends of iCube

Address: 4005-07, Two Exchange Square, Central, Hong Kong
Phone: 39103117
E-mail: icube@hku.hk
Website / LinkedIn

Inspire and Create Shared Value

www.hku-icube.hku.hk
Thank You